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The singularities of various liquid-state integral equations derived from the Ornstein–Zernike
relation and its temperature derivatives, have been investigated in the liquid–vapor transition region.
As a general feature, it has been found that the existence of a nonsolution curve on the vapor side
of the phase diagram, on which both the direct and the total correlation functions become
complex—with a finite isothermal compressibility—also corresponds to the locus of points where
the constant-volume heat capacity diverges, in consonance with a divergence of the temperature
derivative of the correlation functions. In contrast, on the liquid side of the phase diagram one finds
that a true spinodalsa curve of diverging isothermal compressibilitiesd is reproduced by the Percus–
Yevick and Martynov–Sarkisov integral equations, but now this curve corresponds to states with
finite heat capacity. On the other hand, the hypernetted chain approximation exhibits a nonsolution
curve with finite compressibilities and heat capacities in which, as temperature is lowered, the
former tends to diverge. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1925269g

I. INTRODUCTION

In a preliminary investigation1 the authors presented an
analysis of the vapor–liquid transition singularities based
both on the behavior of approximate Ornstein–Zernike inte-
gral sOZd equations and the appropriate integral equations
for the temperature derivatives of correlation functions. With
this set of equations, along with the regular thermodynamic
functions such as energy, isothermal compressibility, and
compressibility factor, which are calculated through the ra-
dial correlation function, it is possible to evaluate directly the
constant-volume heat capacity in terms of the temperature
derivative of the thermal potential. This makes feasible the
study of the transition singularities just related to the heat
capacity.

It is a well-known fact that in a great number of cases,
approximate OZ equations in systems that undergo phase
separations present a locus of nonsolution points, which does
not coincide neither with the phase-equilibrium curvesbi-
nodald nor with the thermodynamic instability curvesspi-
nodald, this nonsolution line being located somewhere be-
tween binodal and spinodal in the vapor side of the phase
diagram.2–5 Interestingly, the hypernetted chainsHNCd ap-
proximation presents also the same features on the liquid
side of the phase diagram. What is really noteworthy is that
all thermodynamic quantities that can be directly calculated
from the radial correlation function, such as isothermal com-
pressibility, energy, and pressure, remain finite in the vicinity
of the nonsolution curve and thus, even if one can say that
the singularity in the equation is a signature of a phase tran-

sition, its true physical nature remains somewhat unclear. On
the other hand, from the mathematical point of view, in Refs.
3–5 it was unambiguously shown that the lack of solution is
due to the presence of square-root branch pointssSRBPd that
signal the onset of complex solutions. In Ref. 3 it was also
shown that on the liquid side of the phase diagram at suffi-
ciently low temperatures, the HNC equation seems to hit a
true spinodal when lowering the density along an isotherm,
and the solutions obtained in the thermodynamically unstable
domain present poles for nonzerok valuessk being the re-
ciprocal space vectord in the complex plane associated with a
long-ranged oscillatory behavior. A similar type of behavior
was characterized by Root and Lovett6 in their solution of
the Yvon–Born–Green equation for the one-dimensional
Gaussian core model, and it was interpreted as an indication
of the presence of inhomogeneities. Whether this is exactly
the case we have at hand, remains open for discussion.

Now for the Percus–YevicksPYd approximation, the
analytic study carried out on the adhesive hard-sphere fluid
by Cummings and Stell7 showed that on the vapor side the
PY equation yields a nonsolution curve corresponding to
SRBPs, whereas on the liquid side a true spinodal is found,
both curves meeting at the critical point. This a situation
somewhat more definite than the one mentioned above for
the HNC, where the transition from one type of behavior to
the other takes place smoothly on the liquid side of the phase
diagram as temperature is lowered, and not in a certain point
of particular physical significance.

Another class of behavior worth mentioning is that of
the mean spherical approximationsMSAd. This simple lin-
earized approximation always reproduces the presence of aadElectronic mail: e.lomba@iqfr.csic.es
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true spinodal, as was shown by Cummings and Monson8 for
the attractive hard-core Yukawa fluid. Interestingly, this type
of approximation at low density and low temperature is
known to perform poorly when compared with PY or HNC
for the simple reason that it does not even preserve the sec-
ond virial coefficient, and thus cannot account for pairing
effects, which are essential at low temperatures at the onset
of condensation. Thus the fact that the MSA renders true
spinodals cannot certainly be considered a virtue of the ap-
proximation.

In any case, what we do know is that approximations
that are known to be good in the low-density regime, such as
HNC or PY, do present a somewhat unphysical feature soon
after the binodal line is transversed along an isotherm—in
the rather extreme case of electrolytes even before the bi-
nodal is reached.5 On the other hand, it is also important to
note that no qualitative differences between correlation func-
tions in the stablesoutside the binodald and metastablesin-
side the binodal and outside the spinodald regions are ob-
served. However, if we take into account the exact statistical
mechanical definitions, then according to the Van Hove
theorem,9 the limit of the single-phase stable states of a spa-
tially uniform system is, the phase equilibrium line, that is,
the binodal, on which the derivatives of the thermodynamic
potential have discontinuities. This condition applies to the
thermodynamic limit, i.e.,N→`, V→`, with a constant
number densityr=N/V. Note that in the thermodynamic
limit the theory applies neither to metastable states nor to
spinodals. We could therefore expect that the solutions to the
exact OZ equations, which are considered equivalent to the
Gibbs distribution in the thermodynamic limit, should disap-
pear or exhibit singularities on the phase equilibrium bound-
aries. Nonetheless, this is not the case. It is then the situation
that we can use the solutions obtained in the metastable re-
gime and somehow expect that the mathematics of the inte-
gral equation mimic nature and produce results that can be
comparable to the experiment on the metastable region. With
a few exceptions, this is indeed what happens, but no con-
vincing theoretical explanation is at hand to clarify why it is
so. Nonetheless, when working in the metastable regime one
must be cautious since the presence of multiple solutions3,4

implies that some of them lack any physical significance and
must be discarded.

In this work we intend to shed some light onto this rather
confusing situation. To that purpose we have here focused on
three well-established integral equation approximations, the
HNC, PY, and the Martynov–SarkisovsMSd closure2 for
which we have analyzed the solutionssboth real and com-
plexd in the neighborhood of the vapor–liquid transition for a
classical Lennard-JonessLJd fluid. In parallel with the solu-
tion of this integral equations we have also solved the corre-
sponding equations for the temperature derivatives of the OZ
relation plus HNC, PY, and MS closures. As mentioned be-
fore, this enables a direct evaluation of the constant-volume
heat capacity the singularities of which will also be analyzed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
summarize all equations and central aspects of the theory,
which we use in our calculations. Results and discussions are
presented in Sec. III.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND FORMULAS

An essential part of our analysis focuses on the behavior
of the constant-volume heat capacity, which, in a system
with pairwise additive interactions, is defined by

Cn = s]E/]Tdn = s]E/]Tdr = 3
2kBN + 2pNrE Fsrd

3s]gsrd/]Tdrr
2dr, s1d

whereN is the particle number,kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
gsrd is the pair distribution function, andF is the interaction
potential. In Eq.s1d the standard definition for internal en-
ergy

E = 3
2kBNT+ 2pNrE Fsrdgsrdr2dr s2d

is implicit. As mentioned in the Introduction, herein we will
deal with fluids composed of particles interacting via the
Lennard-Jones potential

Fsrd = 4«FSs

r
D12

− Ss

r
D6G ,

where« measures the well depth of the potential ands is the
range parameter. As usual we will define a reduced tempera-
ture asT* =kBT/«.

The radial correlation function relates to the interaction
potential through

gsrd = exps− bFsrd + vsrdd, s3d

with b=1/kBT as usual, and the thermal potentialvsrd being
defined by

vsrd = gsrd + Bsrd = hsrd − Csrd + Bsrd. s4d

Here hsrd=gsrd−1 is the total correlation function,Csrd is
the direct correlation function, andBsrd is the bridge func-
tional, which can be defined in terms of an infinite series of
irreducible diagrams. Differentiatings3d one gets

s]gsrd/]Tdr =
gsrd
T

fbFsrd + Ts]vsrd/]Tdrg s5d

by which we then obtain for the reduced excess heat capacity

Cn
* =

Cn

NkB
−

3

2
= 2prE bFsrdgsrdfbFsrd

− bs]vsrd/]bdrgr2dr. s6d

It follows that in addition to the radial correlation function
gsrd, we should know the functionYsrd=−bs]vsrd /]bdr to
calculate the heat capacity. The equation forYsrd can be
directly derived from the OZ equation

hsr12d = Csr12d + rE Csr13dhsr23ddr 3 s7d

and the closure relation. In the HNC approximationgsrd and
Ysrd are determined by means of Eq.s7d together withB
=0, i.e.,v=g, by which one gets

vsr12d = rE fhsr13d − vsr13dghsr23ddr 3, s8d
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Ysr12d = rE fgsr13dbFsr13d + hsr13dYsr13dghsr23ddr 3

+ rE Csr13dgsr23dfbFsr23d + Ysr23dgdr 3. s9d

In the PY approximation the bridge function can be written
as

Bsrd = logs1 + gsrdd − gsrd = 1 +vsrd − expvsrd,

s10d
gsrd = evsrd − 1,

and

expvsr12d − 1 =rE sfsr13d − 1dexpvsr13dhsr23ddr 3,

s11d

Ysr12df1 + gsr12dg = rE fgsr13dbFsr13d

+ Csr13dYsr13dghsr23ddr 3

+ rE Csr13dgsr23dsbFsr23d

+ Ysr23dddr 3, s12d

where f is the Mayer functionfsrd=exps−bFsrdd−1.
Finally, the Martynov–Sarkisov closure10 reads

Bsrd = − 1
2vsrd2 = Î1 + 2gsrd − gsrd − 1. s13d

This approximation has proven to be fairly accurate and ther-
modynamically consistent for hard-sphere fluids and must be
modified along the lines suggested by Duh and co-workers11

in order to extend its range of applicability to attractive po-
tentials, such as the Lennard-Jones interaction.2 Thus, here
we will have

Bsrd = − 1
2Vsrd2 = Î1 + 2ssrd − ssrd − 1, s14d

whereVsrd=vsrd−rbFsrdatt and ssrd=gsrd−rbFattsrd. Fatt

is the term in the interparticle interaction potential respon-
sible for the dispersive forcessattractive interactionsd. It is
customary to take this term as the perturbation part in a
Weeks–Chandler–AndersonsWCAd division of the interac-
tion potential.12 This approximation has proven to be valid
up to the melting line along whichssrd=−0.5 andVsrd=−1.
To extend its solutions inside the crystallization areasamor-
phous statesd the closures14d has been modified as follows2

Bsrd = signsÎu1 + 2ssrdud − ssrd − 1, s15d

where “sign” means the sign ofs1+2ssrdd.
The OZ equation with the closures15d covers both the

vapor–liquid stable and metastable region, in addition to
those metastable liquid states that arise in the liquid–solid
transition region. Thus we have finally

vsr12d + 1
2Vsr12d2 = rE fhsr13d − vsr13d

− 1
2Vsr13d2ghsr23ddr 3, s16d

Ysr12df1 + Vsr12dg = rE fgsr13dbFsr13d + shsr13d

− Vsr13ddYsr13dghsr23ddr 3

+ rE Csr13dgsr23dsbFsr23d

+ Ysr23dddr 3. s17d

Provided a solution forgsrd to the OZ equation exists, solv-
ing corresponding equations forvsrd derivatives does not
involve serious difficulties. In principle they can be found
using direct iterations, however, once we enter the space of
complex solutions it is advisable to use a more sophisticated
approach like the one proposed by Ng.13 As to the solution of
the OZ equation, the hybrid Newton–Raphson technique de-
vised by Labik, Malijevsky, and Vonka14 sLMV d—or some
other similar approach—is not only efficient, but also essen-
tial in order to capture the complex solutions. The fundamen-
tals of the method are well known and will not described
here.

Finally, a few remarks deserve to be mentioned regard-
ing the calculation of complex solutions. Following the strat-
egy devised in Ref. 3, the OZ equation is perturbed in Fou-
rier space with an imaginary parameterie, by which Eq.s7d
now reads ink space

g̃skd =
rC̃skd2

1 − rC̃skd + ie/k
, s18d

where the tilde denotes the Fourier transform of the original
function. As in Ref. 3 the equation will be solved with its
corresponding closure with a finite parametere sfor instance,
e=0.001d by which the SRBP is eliminated and the transition
to the complex region is smoothed. Now once the boundary
of nonsolution of the unperturbed equation is crossed, one
simply letse→0 and recovers the complex solution of the
original OZ equation. The same applies to the equations for
the temperature derivatives, which can be written as

g̃8skd =
gsk̃d − 2C̃skd

1 − rC̃skd + ie/k
rC8˜ skd, s19d

where the primed quantities are defined byf8=b]f /]b.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculations presented in this work have been car-
ried out using a discretized mesh of 16 386 points with a grid
size Dr =0.01s. Solutions have been considered converged
when the difference between the successive iterates satisfies

E sgn+1srd − gnsrddsgn+1srd − gnsrdd*dr

< o
i

sgn+1sr id − gnsr iddsgn+1sr id − gnsr idd*Dr , j,

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Here we
have usedj=10−6.

In Fig. 1 we present the inverse of the isothermal com-
pressibility
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1/x = s]bP/]rd = S1 + rE hsrddrD−1

= 1 −rE Csrddr

s20d

together with the heat capacity for all three approximations
considered, at reduced temperatureT* =kT/«=1.1, both on
the vapor and on the liquid side of the phase diagram. Note
that the critical parameters, as determined in the MS
approximation15 of Eq. s16d, areTcr

* =1.309 andrcrs
3=0.29,

which are very close to computer simulation values. On the
vapor side a strong divergence ofCn is observed for all three
closures when approaching the no-solution point. Actually,
the solution becomes complex after crossing 1/Cn=0, and in
the region of complex solutions when approaching the
boundary one observes that both RehCnj→` and ImhCnj
→`. In order to explain this behavior let us first consider Eq.
s2d for the energy. When the distancer tends to infinity, the
potentialFsrd goes to zero as 1/r6, and the radial correlation
function gsrd is finite everywhere. The energy is therefore
also finite everywhere, including right at the critical point.
According tos6d, the heat capacity is always finite ifYsrd is
finite. It follows that the singular behavior of the heat capac-
ity can only be related to the growth of theYsrd function
itself. As theYsrd function is continuous, this occurs over a
whole range ofr values. This conclusion is strongly sup-
ported by Fig. 2, where the evolution ofYsrd with density

when approaching the singularity is depicted. At the same
time the reduced compressibility has no tendency to grow
significantly when approaching the nonsolution locus. This is
also determined by the structure ofgsrd ssee Fig. 2d. Note
that a singularityx−1→0 is determined by the tendency of
the correlation radii to grow to infinity with a diverging
ehsrddr . In Fig. 1 one immediately sees that the three ap-
proximations present SRBPs with finite values of the inverse
compressibility, and complex solutionssdotted curvesd
emerge on the right side of the nonsolution boundary.

The situation in the liquid side of the phase diagram is
similar for the HNC approximation for which the spinodal is
again unattainable. One can see also that complex solutions
appear now on the left side of the nonsolution boundary. As
to the PY and MS approximations both have solutions up to
the spinodal line, with an inverse heat capacity decreasing
but remaining well away from zero in the vicinity of the
spinodal. This is interesting, since the structure of Eqs.s18d
ands19d would seem to suggest that a divergence in the OZ
equation would induce a similar divergence in the equation
for the temperature derivatives. The fact that this is not the
case indicates that the zero in the denominator of Eq.s19d is
counteracted by a corresponding zero in the numerator.
These features are again fully consistent with the behavior of
the correlation functions presented in Fig. 3. Incidentally,
both these equations have nearby singularities well separated

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary componentsslines and lines+black circles, re-
spectivelyd of the inverses of the isothermal compressibilityslower graphd
and of the heat capacitysupper graphd at temperatureT* =1.1 for various
integral equation approximations in the neighborhood of the vapor–liquid
transition.

FIG. 2. Evolution of theYsRd function in the MS approximation as the
density increases in the vicinity of the nonsolution boundary on the vapor
side of the phase transition for theT* =1.1 isotherm for MS closure. For
comparison the total correlation functionhsrd is also shown.
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from the HNC nonsolution points. For the PY equation the
transition from this type of behavior to the one found on the
vapor side of the phase diagram is expected to happen right
at the critical point,7 and it is very likely that this will also be
the case of the MS approximation.

Note also that, as found in Ref. 3, the isothermal com-
pressibility of the HNC tends to diverge on the liquid side of
the phase diagram as the temperature is lowered. At the same
time, if the temperature is raised, the complex solutions are
more easily attained and the nonsolution curve is hit at larger
values of the inverse compressibility. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4 for T* =1.3. At even higher temperatures it is possible
to cross the nonsolution region joining the vapor and the
liquid side of the phase diagram3 with a continuous complex
solution. Finally, a few words regarding the complex solu-
tions of the PY and MS equations on the liquid side of the
phase diagram. Following the strategy explained in the pre-
vious section, it is possible to obtain converged complex
solutions when the perturbing parametere=0.001. However,
from these initial solutions it is not possible to solve the
equations fore=0. Moreover, the numerical solution of the
PY and MS sand the HNC at low temperaturesd easily
crosses the nonsolution boundary, rendering spurious solu-
tions with negative compressibility. These are actually solu-
tions that present a pole for finite nonzerok in Eqs.s18d and
s19d which, when dealt with semianalytically, produces cor-
relations with long-ranged oscillatory behavior, a likely sig-
nature of the presence of inhomogeneities.6

Obviously, the fact that on the liquid side of the phase
diagram compressibility diverges, whereas the heat capacity
remains finite reflects the lack of thermodynamic consistency
of the approximations. On the other hand, the situation on
the vapor side of the phase diagram is somewhat less clear.
All three approximations used here account properly for the
effects of pairing and reproduce the exact second virial co-
efficient, and thus are correct up toOsr2d. This is specially
true as one lowers the temperature, since then the equilib-
rium densities substantially decrease. If we now think of
what happens in a physical system when the density is in-
creased along an isotherm on the vapor side of the phase
diagram, it is obvious that once the binodal is crossed we
have a supersaturated vapor, by which our low-density ho-
mogeneous system starts nucleating, i.e., particles begin to
aggregate in clusters and homogeneity is lost. In our opinion,
the onset of complex solutions is the way the equations have
to tell us that our original homogeneous systemsfor which
they are not only valid, but also almost exact at low densi-
tiesd no longer exists. This is actually the idea that was ex-
ploited to successfully apply the multidensity integral-
equation formalism in the HNC approximation to the
restricted primitive model of electrolytes at low density.16

This is an extreme situation in which the HNC equation does
not even reach the binodal curve and where clustering is the
leading physical feature. Only a proper account of clustering
effects can cure the deficiencies of the HNC and related ap-
proximations in the low-density low-temperature regime.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for densities on the liquid side of the phase diagram.

FIG. 4. Real and imaginary components of the inverse of the isothermal
compressibility at temperatureT* =1.3 for various integral equation approxi-
mations in the neighborhood of the liquid–vapor transition on the liquid side
of the phase diagram. Labels as in Fig. 1.
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